The role of immunohistochemistry in the diagnosis of flat urothelial lesions: a study using CK20, CK5/6, P53, Cd138, and Her2/Neu.
Although differentiating reactive urothelial atypia from urothelial carcinoma in situ (CIS) relies primarily on histologic evaluation, confirming the morphologic impression using immunohistochemistry (IHC) has been increasingly used in routine clinical practice. The aims of this study are to confirm the utility of commonly used markers (CK20, P53) and to test the performance of CK5/6, CD138, and Her2/Neu in the diagnosis of CIS. Using a tissue microarray comprising 52 cases of normal/reactive urothelium and 45 cases of CIS, the IHC evaluation of 5 markers was undertaken. Although the individual specificity of CK20, P53, and Her2/Neu was high (94%, 90%, and 93%, respectively), their sensitivity for CIS detection was lower, with the most sensitive marker being HER2/Neu (63%). Whereas 78% of CIS shows positivity of at least 2 of those 3 markers, only 1 case of reactive urothelium shows positivity for 2 of those 3 markers. The discriminatory performance of CK5/6 and CD138 was poor. In conclusion, HER2/Neu can be added to a panel of CK20 and P53 to help differentiate reactive atypia from CIS in difficult cases. Positive staining for at least 2 of the 3 antibodies (CK20, P53, and HER2/Neu) is strongly associated with CIS. However, the histologic findings should be a primary determinant in the diagnosis of flat urothelial lesions, with IHC playing a supportive confirmatory role.